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The whole thesis discusses about the transformation on individuals’ art 
focus according to the development course of my own thought and works 
---from the view that hope to connect to the wide reality only from 
self-thinking to another, that is intervention of the reality in order 
to create. It tries to reflect certain path of development through the 
microcosmic way. The paper starts from one experience with the dentist 
to make possible understanding of the concept that goes through the 
creation of the artwork, which exists in author’s mind for a long time. 
My creation is the apposition towards two “pains”. And then I found many 
doubts about this kind of creative way when I am analyzing my past works, 
for example: how to make my own works speak? How to avoid the influences 
caused by over-annotation and failure to express? And also how to reduce 
the doubt against the self-reality during the process of creation, etc. 
I think the only way to solve this problem is through shifting of thought 
and intervention into the reality after analyzing and combining some 
successful art works.  
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Chapter 1: Individual's self-regard on creation------------1 
Section 1---Two "pains"-------------------------------------------1 
Section 2---Doubt-------------------------------------------------3 
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Section 1---The need of artists'-----------------------------------5 
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